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'Fiji Graffiti Damage To Be Paid;
Clean-Up Costs To Be $500 - $700
Kathy E~kson

The blue and r;d spray-painted
graffiti at the University ·of New
Mexico will be scoured from walls,
walks and fixtures it has been
spray painted on, the Phi Gamma
Delta chapter president said
Tuesday.
Chapter President Jim Sweeney
said the words' "FIJI," "GO
FillS,'' and "FREEGEES,"
· which prominently appeared
Sunday on Zimmerman Library's
east-side wall, "has downgraded
the Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
and the University's Greek
system."
UNM Police cited the fraternity .
with • 'Criminal Damage to
Property" and turned the matter
over to University authorities, a
campus police spokesman said.
The damage was estimated at
$100 by UNM Police, but Ned
Ross, the Physical Plant's assistant
director for construction and
maintenence, said ''following a
complete campus investigation,
between $500 and $700 sounds like
a much more realistic figure."
Ross said the original $100
damage estimate was based on
damage to Zimmerman Library's,
east side.
Ross said the stucco surfaces of
the library walls will be waterThe let~ on the foun,.ln •t the South PMz• ,.,.,. jatltow cold It
to remove the spray paint,
w•s Thursdey. According to the Netlon•l WHther S.rvlt», the high blasted
but ~if that does not work, the
w.v 38 deg,.es. The ..,Ice seys there Is • 20 pert:tlllt cMnce of surfaces will 6e re-stuccoed. He
snow todg.
said the outside. temperature must

be at least 50 degrees to resurface
the walls.
Ross also said plant employees
will experiment with a new graffitiremoval product on damaged
sidewalks, trashcans, marble
surfaces and tiled stairways. He
said the marble surfaces may have
to be sandblasted and refinished
"if lacquer thinners and elbow
grease don't do the trick."
Ross said the revised damage
estimate is based on 80 hours of
labor and approximately 10
percent of material costs. He said
he expected the completed cleaning
effort to require five working days
for two full-time employees.
Assistant Dean of Students Gary
Golden, the Interfraternity Council
advisor, said the incident is not
typical of the Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity.
·
"They are typically a responsible

and· very cooperative group of
people. They've always been
concerned about their reputation
as a service-minded organization
and this unfortunate incident has
defeated those efforts and those of
the Greek system in general."
Golden said the fraternity is in
the process of working with the
Physical Plant to rectify the
situation and the individuals ·involved will be obligated to pay the
repair costs.
Sweeney said the graffiti painters
are individually responsible for the
clean-up effort which started
Wednesday.
Ross said the FrJI's have done
some of the removal themselves.
Golden declined to identify the
individuals responsible for the
graffiti and said, ''Some type of
disciplinary action will be taken by
continued on page 3

Restaurant Owner To Apply
For Beer and Wine License

The owner of a restauranl wine will bring in a little more
directly across from the University money.
of New. Mexico ·has ...<Jecided- to:s ""'·Wakfiroan•·had applied·for a full
apply for a beer and wine license service ·tfcense waiver because his
after all, but he said it is only restaurant was within 300 feet of a
temporary while an appeal on an school.
ear.lier ruling is heard. .
The Albuquerque city council
Ed· Waksman owner of Posh and the state Alcoholic Beverage
Eddies Bagel ~nd Booze, 2216 Control depar!ntent in Santa Fe
Central SE, had previously said .he then approved Jt.
would not apply for a beet and . In the meantime, .opposition to a
wine license, after his application bar near the University area arose
for a full service liquor license was from several neighborhood groups.
turned down by Albuquerque city The Coalition of Albuquerque
hearing officer Albert Chavez.
Neighborhoods passed a resolution
Chavez ruled Jan. 29 that opposing full service liquor licenses
grief and other emotions, choosing meet other individual needs.
WPS is jointly sponsored by the granting Posh Eddies a full service near the University.
a vocation or avocation, returning
to school or job training. and Arnerican Association· of Retired liquor license ''would be
Waksman said those people who
building a new social network.
Persons, The National Retired · detrimental to the public health, opposed his request to operate a
A Widowed Persons Service Teachers Association, Action for safety and morals of the residents bar were doing so because they felt
training program is also being Independent Maturity and local of the city or Albuquerque and/or hi$ establishment would become
organized in Albuquerque. WPS community organizations.
the University area," among other another Okie's.
With a beer and wine license, an
has organizations in more than 100
Those who need assistance or reasons.
U.S. communities. It will initially want to be WPS volunteers should
Waksman said he changed his establishment can only serve drinks
be an outreach pmgram to help call Betty Stetson at. 898-3610, mind because he needs increased until II p.m., and drinks can only
newly widowed persons regain Marjorie Henry at 298-2000 or the revenues to stay open, and he said be served with a meaL In addition,
their sense of equilibrium and to Community College at 277-· 3751. being allowed to sei'Ve beer and
contlnuedonpage3

Cbs for Widowed Persons Offered
The University of ·New Mexico
Division of Continuing Education
is offering an eight-week widowedpersons course.
Titled "Opening Doors for
Widows,'' the class attempts to
encourage a fresh start through
group support, alternatives, a new
identity and emotional in·
dependence.
Class topics include information
on legal matters, adjustment to

Professor Cohlmeyer S.elected
Assistant Architecture Dean
Preparatory
School
in
Albuquerque, the Museum of
Albuquerque; the Museum of New
Mexico and the Albuquerque First
United Methodist Chur~h.
He also directed the develop~
meni of the Uptown Sector
Developntent Plan for the
Albuquerque Planning Department
and he conducted an historic in·
vestigation for the Museum of
Albuquerque to determine the
probable plan of the city in 1776.
Currently at UNM CQhimeyet
teaches courses on working
drawings and specifications, thesis
preparation and independent
.ptojects. ·
He has served on the UNM
Campus Planning Committee and
in 1977 he was selected to attend a
solar energy workshop at Harvard
UniversitY titled ''Solar Heating
the Ivory Tower.''
His appointment as assistant
dean· is effective immediately.

University of New Mexico architecture Professor Robert C.
Cohhneyer has been appointed
assistant dean of the UNM School
of Architecture and Planning,
Dean George Anselevicius announced.
Cohlmeyer has been a member
of the architecture faculty since
1972. Prior to that he taught at the
University of Kansas and worked
with architectural firms in
Chicago, Kansas City and
Overland Park, Kan. He also
conducted an independent practice
in Olathe, Kan.
He has been director of the New
Mexico
Historic
building
Inventory for the state Historic'
Preservation Bureau a.nd coinvestigator for the New Mexico
Small Building Energy Conservation Project,
Among his other professional
activities, Cohlmeyer has directed
aevelopment plans for Sandia
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by United Press International

Weeklong Writing Workshop To Focus on Black Women
Ernest Montoya

Reagan Proposes 'Zero Option' Plan During Geneva Talks
President
WASHINGTON Reagan said Thursday he has
offered the Soviet Union a treaty
containing his "zero option"
proposal to l'orego deployment of
U ,S.
medium-range nuclear
missiles in Western Europe if the
Soviets (lismantle their opposing
missiles.
"I call on President (Leonid)
Brezhncv to join us in thi~ important first step to reduce the.
nuclear shadow that hangs over the
peoples of the world," Reagan said
in a st;ltement.
At the sHme time, the While
House rejected as "unacceptable"
a proposal by Brezhnev Wednesday for a two-thirds cut in the
existing arsenals of medium-range
nuclear weapons in Europe by
1990.
Reagan said U.S. negotiators
presented the draft treaty Tuesday
to the Soviet delegation at the
Geneva talks on limiting the
Intermediate Nuclear Force in an
effort "to move the negotiations
forward as rapidly as possible."
The president said the draft
treaty embodies the proposal he,
made Nov. 18 for the United States
to cancel deployment of Pershing
II and intermediate range ground-

launched cruise missiles in Western
Europe starting in December if the
Soviet Union dismantles its SS-4,
SS-5 and SS-20 missiles.
When Reagan proposed the
Hzcro option" in a major address
broadcast to Europe before the

start of the Geneva talks, it was
greeted as an important step
toward easing nuclear tensions.
Brezhnev countered during a
visit to Bonn later in November by
broaching his plan for a staged
two-thirds cut in medium-range

missiles. U.S, officials charged this
would perpetuate an "imbalance"
that favored the Soviets.
The United States contends the.
Soviet Union has-mJ missiles and
planes qualifying as medium-range
nuclear systems compared to 560 in

ATLANTA
Prosecutors,
nearing the end of their case in the
Wayne B. Williams murder trial,
tried to show Thursday that
Williams may have killed because
he was ashamed of his fellow
Bla.cks.
The prosecution also put on the
stand witnesses who testified that
during the 22-month period when
the killer of young Atlanta Blacks
was active they had seen Williams
with scratches on his arms.
A medical examiner testified
earlier that some of the· young
Blacks Williams is suspected of
strangling may have been able to
scratch the arms of their attacker
when he throttled them from .
behind.
Williams is standing trial for the
murders of Jimmy Ray Payne, 21,

Friday:

and Nathaniel Cater, 27, but is
suspect in at least 10 other of the
slayings of 28 young Atlanta
Blacks.
Bobby Toland, an ambulance
driver, te>tified that Williams
seemed to be ashamed of the poor
of his own race and once asked "if
I had ever considered how many
niggers could be eliminated" by
killing one Black child.
The testimony concerning the
scratches was given b~ Cathy
An(lrews, operator of an Atlanta
recording studio, Anthony Barber,
a member .of a band Williams put
together, and Dennis Bentley, who
said he once auditioned for
Wi.lliams.
Andrews said she noticed the
scratches on Williams, a self-styled
talent scout, on one occasion when

he visited her studio.
Toland said Williams, · about
three years ago, frequented the
Southern Ambulance agency in )lis
role as a freelance photographer.
"He seemed to me like he was
ashamed of lower class, lower
middle-class Blacks. He seemed to
think they were not doing enough
for themselves, not putting their
best foot forward. He was angry
about it,
"On one occasion he asked me if
I ever considered how many Blacks
could be eliminated by killing one
blacl.: child," Toland said. When
Mallard took him over the
testimony again, he used "niggers"
instead of Blacks - the same word
another witness from the ambulance company, said - out of
the presence of the jury Wed-

JESUS,
Accrirding to the Gospel of Luke

Saturday:

The .Robe
starring Richard Burton

Sunday: The Lion, The Witch and
the Wardrobe
A classic by C S Lewis

Maranatha Christian Center
1806 Sigma Chi

247-9999

A Very Special Event ...

No charge

the American armory.
In elaborating on this proposal
Wednesday, the Soviet le<~.oer
f\ttacked the United States for
linking arms control to such other
issues as the military rule in
Poland.
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Large Unions
Propose Plan
Creating Jobs

Sweeney said, "The incident is
anti-productive and is an embarrassment to the fraternity. One
small thing like this in the minds of
the general public shadows all the
positive things that we do."
Golden said Sweeney came into
his office Monday morning before
Golden knew about the situation
and said, "Well, here I am. We are
responsible for the graffiti and are
handling it internally."
Sweeney
said,
"Those
responsible
understand
the

WASHINGTON - Two large
public workers unions Thursday
proposed a $24 billion program to
create 2.5 million jobs as an
alternative to President Reagan's
economic policies.
The economic stimulus program
would be financed by either
eliminating the third year of
Reagan's tax cut, which would
save an estimated $40 billion, or a
series of other moves.
They would include terminating
special tax privileges for the oil
industry an(! eliminating other tax
deductions such as business lunches.
"Instead of restoring confidence, the first year of
Reaganomics has inspired doubt in
the business community and
despair among 9.5 million jobless
workers," said Gerald McEntee,
president of the one-millionmember American Federation of
State, County and Municipal
Employees union.
McEntee was joined at a news
conference
announcing
the
program by Albert Shanker, head
of the 600,000-member American
Federation of Teachers.
McEntee said the U.S. Conference of Mayors had authorized
the union to announce its support
for the proposal. The mayors'
group, however, withdrew from
participation in the news conference, saying it did not want to
make a public statement t:ntil after
Reagan's fiscal 1983 budget is
presented to Congress Monday.
Included in the proposal are:
- A $4 billion annual program to
repair streets, bridges and water
and sewer systems.
- Programs of at least one billion
dollars to improve railroads and
mass transit systems when
unemployment exceeds 7 percent.
A $5 billion. economic
development bank that would
target loan guarantees and
assistance to small businesses arid
emerging industries.
~ A $5 billion program to retrain
jobless workers for new jobs in
growth industries.
A $1.1 billion Medicaid
program !o cover children and
pregnant women whose family
income is at or below two-thirds of
the federal poverty level.
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-tpm

continued froii1 page 1
the administration."
Marvin D. "Swede" Johnson,
vice president for student affairs,
development and fllumni relations,
said, "It is my understflnding thar.
the fraternity is going to make
restitution and will go before the
IFC, which will assess a penalty to
the fraternity. The administration
will review the penalty to determine whether additional administrative action will be
necessary,"

nesday - that Williams had used,
"He had figures - I don't know
if he read them somewhere or if he
did them himself that by
eliminating one child, that child
couldn't
reproduce, and his
children couldn't reproduce and so

h~~ lwc!!i lnstrunwnfo.l !11 !.'§iabh!h:ng (,1mpu~ mml'i
1/1('~ lhrt:~ughout 1~1.' Ullill.'d Sf.!T~s tn r.ngl,!nd
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either in poetry, drama or short
prose. Artifacts and other objects
carved by African women will be
presented and may be used as
topics.
After the writing portion, to be
held on Monday and Tuesday, a
play by the Newchild Productions
Theater Oroup will be held

Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the UNM
Subway Station.
''The play will take an historical
Perspective tracing slavery and the
impact of music, including some
religious hymns and how it has
affected Black people,'' Clayton
said.
The workshop will conclude on

Thursday with participants reading
their works to an audience.
The workshop will be conducted
by Doris A. Fields-Holbrooks, a
graduate of UNM, has also taught
a course at UNM entitled "Black
Women Writers."
The workshop, part of Black
History Month events, is free.

-Graffiti

Prosecutors Say Williams 'Ashamed' of Blacks

MOVIE SPECTACULAR

7pm

A black women's creative
writing workshop, sponsored by
the Black Student Union, will be
held on the University of New
Mexico campus Mond~y through
Thursday.
The workshop will be held in the

Humanities Building, room 108
and its theme will be Black
Women,
The workshop will an "action
workshop," said Juba Clayion, a
member of the Black Student.
Union. Participants will be doing
some actual writing.
Participants will be able to write

~
'

continued from page 1
60 per cent of the establishments
sales must be from food.
Waksman said he was in danger
of having to close Posh Eddies on
· Tuesday, but he said he managed •
to borrow money to stay open. He
would not disclose the lender's
name but he said he borrowed
enough money to stay open for
three months.
However, Waksman said he feels
positive he will win his appeal in
Santa Fe, because he said Chavez's
decision was not based on fact but
on speculation.
Waksman also said he felt
Chavez's decision to deny Posh
Eddies a full service liquor license
was a "tradeoff." He said he
believes because La Placita
Restaurant in Old Town was
granted a beer and wine license,
Posh Eddies could not be granted
its license.
Chavez would not comment on
Waksman's "tradeofr• remarks.
He did say he was unaware of
Waksman's decision to appeal his
ruling, however. He also said his
decision to deny Posh Eddies a full
service liquor license Was made
fairly.
Waksman said he did not know
how long the appeal process would
take, but did say it would take
about four weeks to obtain a beer
and wine license.
Chavez said he might have
granted Posh Eddies a license had
they been applying for a beer and
wine license.
Patricia Hill, chairperson of the
Colition of Albuquerque Neighborhoods, said she felt the
coalition would not opose beet and
wine licenses in the area.
Waksman said if he loses his
appeal in Santa Fe he will be
forced to close because he cannot
afford to stay open with only a
beer and wine license.
Waksman also said if that
happens the neighborhood's
••worst fears" will come true.
"If llose, 1 go out of business,"
Waksman said. "'rhe waiver
doesn't die; the waiver is here
forever. Somebody with a lot more
money is going to come in and
lease the buildil1g, and they'll have
enough money to fight . it in
court,'' he said. . "And they'll

seriousness of the incident and have the same vision as that of
certainly feel the pressure from their leaders.
their peers who feel that this is
"Something like this sticks in the
destructive."
minds of the UNM community,
!FC President Frank Fannelli Hopefully, the rest of the Greeks
said, "My first reaction was that will take this as a lesson to be
they (the FIJis) didn't do it. I'm learned and realize the negative
really disappointed in those in- image that results from this type of
dividuals who did, but relieved to childish activity."
hear that they will take care of the
Golden said that while the
damage."
University has the power to revoke
Fannelli said he is calling a the chartered status or campus
special meeting of the IFC's organizations, the administration
Executive Council to make the "will not take such drastic action
members aware of the situation (againot the FJJJs) since the
and to take measures to prevent a fraternity has had no' prior record'
similar situation in the future.
and is taking measures to rectify
Kappa
Sigma's
Chapter the situation."
President Erik Stein said, "! have
Golden said, "Let's face it. Jim
a lot of respect for Jim Sweeney. didn't have to come into my office
He's got a good, square head on and offer to be hung by the neck.
his shoulders.
He could have denied respon"Unfortunately, organizations sibility for the whole thing and
are made up of those who don't blamed it on an outside group."
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10 am to 2 pm

Three great Sunday brunches!
3 egg omelette with any 5 ingredients, medium orange juice, home-fries,
whole wheat toast and a bottomless cup of coffee Only $3.99
3 eggs scrambled with lox, onions and a bagel with cream
cheese, coffee and orange juice Only $3.99
A fresh bagel with cream cheese, lox, cole slaw, orange juice and a
bottomless cup of coffee Only $3.99

This Sunday only:
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~

6 frozen bagels FREE with this coupon
and the purchase of any brunch.
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~ Good only Feb. 7, 1982. _One per customer.
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Forum
DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Some Messages Should Stick:
Write on Your Own Property
Remember when you were a kid
in school and you'd find yotlrself
doodling on your desk ond then
you'd find the teacher leaning over
you saying - or maybe screaming
- "Would you write on your
furniture at home?''
What a silly question. Of course,
you wouldn't write on your furniture at home. For one thing, your
mom would probably kill you.
Besides, the furniture was your
furniture and who wants to mess

up their own property, That was,
more or less, the point your
teacher was trying to make. A
student should show as much
respect for the school's property,
which is the public's property, as
he does for his own.

Recently, some controversiol
graffiti turned up on the e<lst-side
wall of Zimmerman Library. The
amateur art was controversial not
because of its content but because

tified, society pays for the loss of
environment as well.

Vandalism is childish behavior,
pure and simple. The people who
tear up public property don't seem
to realize that it is their property
..Jl .
J\
J l ::a.LL ·they are destroying and they will
r-At'~~~·l have to indirectly pay for the
I J da. mages eventually. Just lik.e
I{""
I
'(" children they have not learned to
think beyond their own selfish
needs.
the perpetrators of the crime were
foolish enough to identify
themselves in the grafittl. The
graffiti itself was a great deal less
provocative than what you have
seen on the Mitchell Hall desks.

L-.:..,' \::-~ -

The
advantage
of their
foolishness is that they can now be
forced to pay for the damage.
Unfortunately, this is seldom the
case, Vandals are rarely caught
and it is the public who pays for
the damage. The cost of vandalism
does not only include the dollars
and cents of repairs. Although the
aesthetic costs cannot be quan-

Would you write on your furniture at home?

Mfl.. C/11/!RMAN, 71/ff-(161-Y
N(JTION THATRACISM IS A
"S!Ncir<£it.'l H!iW R&l/G/01/S
BCl/E'F'0 IS SO )10/?AUY
PEPtlf?JIANT AS TO MAKe

1 oNseAe!

!JON'TG!Ve

M& THAT, YO(!

YO(J'Re A
HATCFUL

8/6~
f?/GHTeDUS
/.!TTl-& T«<rr! • TI/(JRMONfJ/

\

/GOSH, 7HISU
13CA FlJN
8/U. 7lJ
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Letters

Dave Barry, Socrates Contrasted
Editor:
In "Life and Related Subjects" Feb. 3, Dave Barry
concluded that " ... the ancient Greeks ... were
wrong about almost everything . , . "
One of them - Socrates, the father of Western

philosophy - was not wrong when he said, "The
unexamined life is not worth living."
Surely, anyone who writes about "Life and Related
Subjects" would have to agree With Socrates.
Arthur H, Prince

Reader Distraught by Misinterpretations
Of Letter Criticizing Fraternity's Graffiti
Editor:
In reading a response to my letter of Feb. .2
("Greek Fun-lovers Taint Image''), I was amused to
find that exactly what I feared would happen did
indeed happen. In attempting to criticize the
destructive elements of the fraternal organizations, I
was interpreted as criticizing all elements of these
orgaizations.
1w111 reiterate a point from my first letter. There are
some members who participate in projects that better
the members, the clubs, and the Universitv as a

whole. If Campbell and Leymon want me to admit
that 99 percent offrat!)rnal membership falls i7to t~is
constructive category, I refuse because I don t th1nk
that it's true.
Greeks are not saints ... no one is. Fraternal
organizations are no worse and no better than. any
other organizations of that type. In the meantime,
graffiti on the campus continues to remind us that
"It's unique to be Greek!" I am disgruntled by that
abuse and I do want to stir up controversy. Such
abuse was never removed by complacency.
Jeffrey D. McDonald
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Stnrr Anlsntilt ............... , .• , ........ , .................. Ed?le Tafoya

rhotogmphy Editor., ..• ,.,,,,,, .•.••• ,, ........... ,, ....... ,B1UWechter
Ciraphies Director . , , , •, , , , , , , •. , , , , , , ••• , , , • , , , , , ••• , • , . Duane McGregor

Tlu; Ually l.otmdue~ lltiiJtilatautee p\Jllliet!liOrt.
,\II "Mibmi~.\lum bct'mnc tlte rnliperty of the Ntw Mexko
()•JI) l.oboand will bct.'diiL'll i'otftugd10r libelous Content.

KUNM-FM,the University of New Mexico's
public radio station, has scheduled Its first fund drive
in nearly three years, from Feb. 22 to March I,
Station Development Director Terri MacKeigan
termed the fund raiser as a "friendraiser,"
KUNM is an non-commercial radio station affiliated with National Public Radio, licensed to UNM
and receives funding from a variety of sources, including community, Corporation for Public Boardcasting, and University funding.
"Some of our funds come directly through the
University," MacKeigan pointed out,· ''as well as
through a federal grant. However we are depending
heavily on community support for our operating
budget this year."
MacKeigan, who has been planning the fundraiser
for the past six months, said the goal is $15,000. The
station must raise more than $36,000 form nonUniversity or non-federal sources this fiscal year.
The planned budget for the 81-82 fiscal year is
$136,500. Last year's budget was $1 12,000.
KUNM began operation in 1966 as a UNM student

Terri Jenkins
When the first scheduled public program was
broadcast over the airwaves, the few people listening
to the election results Nov. 2, 1920 were probably
unaware of the historic value of the moment. Warren
d. Harding. was elected President of the United States
- and radio was born.
Within two years, 550 radio stations had been
started. The first radio drama, the first church service
and the first football game had already been beamed
to listenefs.
Music was the favorite thing to listen to, however,
and the Roaring '20s eagerly added automobiles,
motion pictures, airplane flights and telephones to
people's lifestyles.
The '30s really began the era of great influence for
radio. Soap operas (named for the sponsors of the
radio dramas, which were usually soap manufac, Jl!rers) like "The Rise of the doldbergs" .and 'lllrj~ty
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activity, but has grown to serve a much wider
audience during the ensuing years.
The station puts out 8500 watts of power and can
be heard within a 100-mile radius. All of KUNM's
disc jockeys are volunteers. The station operates 24
hours a day and non-students may become involved.
As a NPR affiliate, KUNM must remain a community service station, staff at least five full-time
employees and carry a certain amount of NPR
programming.
NPR was founded as a result of a research grant by
the Carnegie Commission in the 60s.
"The commission decided that public broadcasting
wasn't enough community service," MacKeigan said.
The commission decided that public broadcasting
should have no commercial interests so "it set up the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
"We are all connected by satellites," she added.
To offset upcoming budget cuts, public radio
stations are looking for alternative sources of funding
and arc attempting to widen their base of funding.
Across the nation the stations are looking for more
reliable support.
"The listening public has always been the best and
most committed source of funds" MacKeigan said,

Radio Experienced Statical Start

continued on page R4
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PmJucliun Ma!Ut!<CI ..•..•••....•.•• , .• Dunne McGregor

si~ncd by lhl!

Editor's Note: Because of the large number of radio stations in
Albuquerque and limited space in the Daily Lobd, not all
specialized stations could be included in this article.
For a complete listing of /he radio stations in Albuquerque and the
type of music/hey play, including non-specialized stations, turn lo
pages R-2 and R-3, the calendar pullout.
One thing that sets the city of Albuquerque apart from most
larger U.S. cities is its abundance of radio stations. There are over
20 AM and FM stations broadcasting from Albuquerque.
In order to stand out from this herd of broadcasting, many
stations have developed very specialized formats.
Albuquerque has three major country/western stations. KRKE
and KRZY are on the AM dial and on the FM dial is KRST.
KRST had been a rock station, thell tumed to a country/western
format. According to Doug Milligan, KRST, the radio station
turned to the format KRZY, its sister station, has used for the past
10 years.
"Country music attracts a certain type of audience. To survive
competition with TV, a radio station must appeal to a certain
lifestyle. Some formats attract more women listeners, some attract
more men listeners. This defined audience makes us an attractive
vehicle to our advertisers."
Albuquerque also has three major Christian-oriented stations.
KDAZ has had a Christian contemporary format for 10 years.
KL YT plays Christian-oriented rock,
According to Rudy Grande, KL YT, people are often afraid of
Christian music, so stations must use special techniques to attract
listeners.

Valerie Gerard
Robert Sanchez

,.

r:

programs such as "The Rudy Vallee Show" were
regular features.
During the Great Depression, President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt's "Fireside Chats" reassured and
cheered the American people. And in 1931,
Evangeline Adams, astrologer for such famous
persons as J.P. Morgan, offered the average radio
listener advice and horoscope interpretation.
Other programs showcased Lowell Thomas and
H. V. Kaltenborn reporting or analyzing the news,
whicll included Hitler's exhortations, Europe's soon
to be justified fears of Nazi aggression and the abdication of Great Britain's King Edward VIII.
Nearly every subject eventually was heard. in the
American living room. Horror, western and detective
programs filled the evening hours, along with Paul
Whiteman, the 'King of Swing' and dramas featuring
Gable, Bogart and Hepburn.
Then radio grew up. With the outbreak of World
.~onfinu~d9~P.SP.~~.4
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AcTIVITIES

ASUMN Film committee
presents

"A POWERHOUSE."
-Wtl!ram Wall, Cue

SUB Theater

Friday at
7:00 & 9:15 pm

Students. 51.50
Others . 52.00

• When your emotions run stronger
than your sense of fair play ••••

I

,,

r---------------------,
I
200Jo off
I
f

on all services with a UNM ID

1 Includes FREE Shampoo & Conditioner
I

wifh coupon

expires March 1. 1982

I
I
I

~---------------------~
Uni~x

Hair Design and Produtl Cenler

7804 Central SE

255-0166/262-l 010

.. (Belween Wyoming and Louisiana)

Fourth Annual
New Mexico
-Daily Lobo
Photo Contest
News Photography
First Prize:
Second Prize:
Third Prize:

$100 gift certificate
from UNM Photo SeNices
$50 gift certificate
from KLR Awdio Visual
$25 gift certificate
from Kurt's Camera Corral

Feature Photography
First Prize:

$100 of photo paper
from Reed's Camera Center
Second Prize:
$50 gift certificate
from KLR Audio Visual
Third Prize
$25 gift certificate
from Kurt's Camera Corrdl
RIJLES FOR DAILY lOBO ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST, MARCH 12.. 1992
1.C~testaot

miJst be a !itdental UNM.

2. Block md 1Nhlte ~otographs mly,
J, Entries musrbe: mounted Wid should be Slbmitted in m fJ"IVCiope.

4. Enuies must. be

ro smalllJ' tllan5"X 7', ;;.,d no larger than 16''X :iD'' 1inciUdi~ ITKiunti~ material.

S. Cmtestants may mtet op !03 photograph~ in eitch talegory.
6. No darkroom manlpt~latlon Of photos is allowed with tho exeeptlor! Of dOdging md b.Jrr1lng.

7, A separate entry sheet tnust accompany eadi entry with tlie conteStant'S mrno, !!.tudent ldenllfication
number. l'IUIT!ber of entries Wid O'ltrv <iategory,

B. Deadline forenuies i:9 Mardi ist.Entrier. should 00 bought to 1ho Dally Lobo, Marton Hal'r,lloom 138.
9, WithEfrswrllbe ~blhtled in a speclaflssoo of the Daify lobo, March 8.

T!iE FI~ST ANNUAL FAsCHING PARADE is
scheduled for German American Day, Feb.
,21, at· 1 p.m. Floats, down~, German
dancers, marchers, bands and native
costumes will be presented. The event is
sponsored by Edelweis am Rio Grande,
with a theme of Knockwurst and Green
Chi/e. During and after the parade will be
a traditional German Bier und Wurst Fest.
The parade will march along Candelaria
and Menaul between Carlisle and San
Pedro. Deadline for entries is Feb. 1.
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLIC DANCE CLUB
meets every Tuesday evening. The group
will meet at the north end of the second
floor of the SUB. Advanced dancers will
meet·from 6 to 7 p.m.; beginning to in·
termediate dancers from 7 to 8:15 p.m.,
with open dancing from ·8-10 p.m. for
anyone interested. Charge is SO cents a
person. Teaching is available for begin·
ners.
ScRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. ,. meets
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at Jao·Jao's Place, 5000
Central SE. Admission is $1.
WAGON WHEELS SQUAREDANCE CLUB meets
Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. There is a live caller; refreshments are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE CLUB meets every
Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in either
the SUB Ballroom or upstairs in the SUB.
This week they will meet in the Ballroom.
The club gives free mini-lessons at the start
of each session. There is a $1 charge for
non-members, with semester membership
$5.
BRoADWAY JAzz CLUB meets Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Tamarind
Restaurant in the Galeria. This week
entertainment will be provided by William
Morris Agency.
THE NEw MEXIco JAzz WoRKSHOP presents
tenor saxaphonist Sonny Rollins in
concert, Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. at the Kiva
Auditorium in the Albuquerque Con·
vention Center. Tickets are $7.50 in advance at Giant Ticket outlets.
SouTHSIDE will be the featured band at dances
at the Subway Station, lower level of the
SUB, Friday and Saturday from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. Jams Unlimited will also provide a
D.J. Admission is $2 for UNM, TechnicalVocational Institute and University of
Albuquerque students and $3 for the
general public.
SoFTBALL REGISTRATION is Feb. 8 beginning at
8 a.m. at the Civic Auditorium for city
league softball. The first 600 teams will be
registered. The cost is $240 for 12 players
and thereafter $20.51) a player. For more
information call 766-4761.
Sr. VALENTINE's PoLKA DANCE is scheduled for
Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. at the Albuquerque
Garden Center, 10129 Lomas NE. Tickets
are $3 are may be obtained by calling 29~ ~
1574 or 296-1378. The dance is sponsored
by the Polish~American Club and Nino
and His Trio will provide the music. The
benefit is for the Polish community service
projects.

ART

been seen out of Texas, was put together
by the Texas Antiquities Committee. It
will show through Feb. 28. The museum's
hours are Tuesday through Friday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday
from 1 to 5 p.m. and closed Monday and
national holidays.
Explore and New· Town and the Railroad
Boom Years are continuous exhibitions at
the museum. The former is kinetic
.., sculpture designed for children and the
:~~''latter is a historic exhibition of
• Albuquerque.
ASA GALLERY in SUB Basement
Installations will be showing now through
Feb. 5 and features works by John Koch,
"Hearth;"
Eve
Laramee,
"Capillary
Action;" and Bill Lindemann, "Garden of
the Dance." The gallery's hours are from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
EL ARTE DE LOS PINTOS - Pinto art will be
showing Feb. 9 through 26. A reception is
scheduled for Feb. 13 at 1 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom featuring street theater by
groups from the penitentiary and Los
Lunas.
GALLERIA in SUB Basement - The Galeria
will present paintings and wood cuts by
Ray Levra of Cochise College now
through Feb. 26. Also featured will be
paintings and sculptures by local artists.
THE JoNSON GALLERY - Drawings by Bill
Masterson will be shown in the front of
the gallery; in the back it's drawings by
Raymond Jonson. Gallery hours are
Monday through Saturday, 1 p.m. to 5
p.m.
MARIPOSA GALLERY - MAXWELL MusEUM oF
ANTHROPOLOGY - Fiestas of San Juan
Nuevo Ceremonial Art from Michoacan,
Mexico until September 1982. Hours are
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.rrl. to 4 p.m.; Sunday, 1
p.m. to 5 p.m.
-TEACHING GALLERY - Presently showing at
the Teaching Gallery is Lithographs from
Tamarind by the art department faculty. It
will show from now through Feb. 11. The
gallery is located across from the
department office, room 204 in the art
building. The hours are from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday.

CoNCERTS
ALBUQUERQUE YoutH SYMPHONY is scheduled
in concert Feb. 8 at 8:15 p.m, in Popejoy
Hall.
KELLER HALL SERIES will feature Sean Daniel,
tenor, and Rita Angel, piano, at 4 p.m. at
Keller Hall Feb. 7.
STUDENT REciTAL scheduled for Feb. 7 at 8:15
p.m. in Keller Hall will feature Mary
McGinty, cello.
FoREIGNER is scheduled to appear in concert
Feb. 9 at Tingley Coliseum but tickets are

already sold out.
SENIOR RECITAL scheduled for Feb. 10 at 8:15
p.m. featuring Maureen O'Boyle, violin.
NEw MEXICO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA presents
Ella Fitzgerald Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. at the
UNM Arena.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
BoGARt's (Montgomery Plaza)
This
weekend features Sassy ]ones starting at 9
p.m. upstairs, and The Steve O'Niel Band
is scheduled for downstairs. Happy hour is
Monday through Friday from S to 7 p.m.,
with folk music by Ron Torres.
CARAVAN EAsT (7605 Central NE) - Back At
the Ranch begins playing at 5 p.m. for
cocktail hour; John Long furnishes music
at 8:30p.m.
CHELSEA STREET PuB (Coronado Center) Country music from Heartland is
scheduled through the end of next week.
Music starts at 9 p.m.
DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) - This week
presents the contemporary jazz sounds of
Elaine. Hamilton. Music begins at 8:30
p.m.
FRIARS NoRTH (4410 Wyoming NE) - Back
by popular demand is the rock sound or
Listen. Music begins at 9 p.m.
FRIAR's PuB (6825 Lomas NE) - Soundstage
begins music for dancing at 8:30p.m.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo
NE) Music by Quarter Moon is
scheduled for Sunday. Monday night
features ball room dancing with music by
Phil Lenk and his orchestra.
NED's (4200 Central SE) - This weekend
contemporary rock and oldies are
presented by Ole Scratch. Music starts at 9
p.m.
FuM FLAM (2225 Wyoming NE) ~ Folk singer
and guitatist Debbie Brown is featyred for
dinner music from 7 to 10 p.m. this
weekend; Thursdays and Sundays, from 7
to 10 . p.m. David Wellems provides
classical and folk music.
CoWBOYS (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE) - This
weekend it is the country music sounds of
The Yellow Rose Band starting at 9 p.m.

MoviES
The ASUNM Film Committee will present the
following films this week in the SUB
Union Theater:
Short Eyes - A movie based on a screen
play by Miguel Pinero. Showtime is Friday
at 7 and 9:15p.m.
Horror Flick Triple Feature - Benefit for
Conceptions Southwest. This festival
features Them at 7 p.m.; The Man Who
Laughs at 9 p.m. and The Little Shop of

SHOWS

Application forms are now available for the
1982 New Mexico Arls and Crafts Fair
jurying to be 'held Feb. 18·21 at the State
Fairgrounds in Albuquerque.
Application forms may be requested by
telephoning the New Mexico Arts and
Crafts Fair office at 884-9043 or at 2745
San Mateo NE, Suite. G, Albuquerque,
87110 on Monday or Thursday between 9
a.m. and noon.
ALBUQUERQUE MusEuM - Treasure, People,
Ships and Dreams is the name of an
exhibit at the museum which commemorates a group of Spanish galleons
which sank off the coast of Texas in 1554,
the first ship wreck in the western
hemisphere. Most of the exhibit is
authentic. The exhibit, the first time it has

Stations on the AM dial:

KRKE
KDAZ

610

KOB
KQEO

770
920

KKIM
KDRM
KXKS

1000
1150

KAMX

1500
1500

KZIA

730

1100

Country music.' news
Contemporary Christian music
and programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easv listening, middle of roaa
Bsautiful music
(15XI Top40
News, talk sh"ows

Stations on the FM dial:
KLYT

KANW
kUNM
k.HST

118.3
89.1
90.1

KWXL

92.3
93.3
94.0

KHFM

96.3

KZZX

99.0
100.0
10!!,0,

KOB

KKJY

kF.MG

Cont&mporary Chrlstilin music
Disco
Public Radio • Jazz Blues Folk
Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult ctmtemporary top 40
Beaut!ful music
.. r..1i!$S..l)p~llllbtlm..orien.ted rock

Horrors at 11:15 p.m. All three movies are
Saturday night.
Invisible Adversaries - This Albuquerque
Premiere film is scheduled for 8 p.m.
Wednesday, This 1977 film first opened
last year in New York City.
A Raisin in the Sun - This movie i~ an
adaptation from Lorraine Hansbury's play
and is shown to coincide with Black
History Month.
Absence of Malice - Far North, Louisiana
Blvd
Arthur- Montgomery Plaza
Body Heat - Los Altos Twin
Caddie - Sunday through Tuesday aJ Don
Pancho's
Carbon Copy - Eastdale
Chariots of Fire - Wyoming
Cutter's Way - The Guild
Mildred Pierce - Wednesday and Thursday
at Don Pancho's
Modern Problems - Coronado Four
Nightcrossing - Far North, Wincrock II
No Nukes - Friday and Saturday at Don
Pancho's
On Any Sunday Part II - Montgomery Plaza
On Golden Pond - Cinema East, Louisiana
Blvd
The Plumber - Sunday through Tuesday at
Don Pancho's
Ragtime - Coronado Four
Raiders of the Lost Ark- Cinema East
.Reds - Coronado Four
Rock and Roll Movie - Lobo
The Seduction - Wyoming Mall
Side Winder I - Eastdale
Soggy Bottom U.S.A. -Far North
Taps- Louisiana Blvd
Venom - Far North, Winrock II
Whose Life Is It Anyway?- Coronado Four,
Far North
Wilderness Family - Highland, Montgomery
Plaza
Windwalker - Los Altos Twin, Far North
The Women - Wednesday and Thursday at
Don Pancho's

Come Help Us Celebrate Grandy's New Location

4701 Ccntnd N.E. • 265-2510
'''''n"~
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Februa·ry 5th and 6th
The William Morris Agency
Arlen Asher-sax
Bob Brown-guitar

Pete Amahl-drums
Bill Morris'-trumpet

in the Tamarind Restaurant
First Plaza Galeria 242-2776
Fridays and Saturdays 8pm·2am
$3 admission, members free.
A non-profit organization
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®
the waitress:,"Do you have a •
proposal for a performance?C
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THEATER
THE HosTAGE - a non-musical play - with
music in it is scheduled at the
Albuquerque Little Theatre, (224 San
Pasquale Ave. SW), now through Feb. 7.
Curtain times are: Friday at 8 p.m.;
Saturday at 6 and 9 p.m.; and Sunday at 2
p.m. For more information call the ALT
box office at ,242-4315 or 242-4750.
THE- TAMING OF THE SHREW - This event is
performed by the Classics Theatre and is
scheduled now through Feb. 7 with
performances at 8:15 p.m. and a matinee
on Sunday. Student discounts are
available.
NuEvo MEXIco SII - Music of New Mexican
history translated into English is playing at
the Tiffany Playhouse now through Feb. 28.
Curtain times are . 8 p.m. Fridays and
Saturdays, and 3 p.m. on Sundays. Ticket
prices are $4; $3.50 for senior citizens,
students, and children; $3 a person for
groups of 10 or more.
BAILAR; AHoRA Y SIEMPRE ~ This is the title
of a fund-raising benefit for the New
Mexico Museum of Natural History
scheduled for Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. and
sponsored by the Division of Dance at the
theatre arts department. The concert will
be in Rodey Theater and will include
dance works choreographed in both the
modern and flamenco styles. Tickets cost
$5 and reservations c;an be made by calling
the Fine Arts box office at 277-4402.
ARIRANG KoREAN FoLK FESTIVAL ·~ This
company of 50 dancers, singers and
musicians are scheduled to perform Feb. 9
at Popejoy Hall at 8:15 p.m. Ticket prices
range from $12 to $8.
AMERICAN BuFFALO - The Obie awardwinning play by David Namet opens Feb.
11. and plays Thursdays through Sundays
at the Vortex. Showtimes are Thursdays
through Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays
at 2:30. Tieket_s are ,$4 ...
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GOLDEN INN
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THE TWISTERS
!from L.A.)
&

THE PLANETS
Sunday • February 7th ·
• 8pm •
-All Tickets- $2 ~
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.!Contour Drawing Sessions Offered
Contour drawing and use of
ign elements will be offered in
• ·two Saturday half-day sessions.
Each session is from 8 a.m. until
. noon.
Session one will feature an
introduction to some of the grel!t
draftsmen in the history of art;
contour drawing and its various

--Start-------------------~-Specialize,-------;
continued from pageR· 1
"What we have t(l offer .is as good as any radio station. We do
what other stations do to ·attract other people to listen to us,"
Grande said.
Grande said that KLYT's audience gets more defined as it gets
bigger, which is an added attraction to advertisers.
KK IM has had a Christian-oriented format for the past I0 years,
According to Kent Bagdasar, general manager of KKIM, the
station has a mixed formal, beginning in the mornings with syndicated teaching programs and concluding in the evening with a
middlc-ol'-the-road blend of gospel music.
"We usc this format to attract Christian listeners in their 20's, as
well as those in their SO's," Bagdasar said.
Bagdasar said their station is specialized because ra<lio stations
now must be specialized to attract an audience.
"In the 50s we had Elvis, in the 60s it was the Beatles. There was
nothing in the 70s, and now .in the 80s, stations are turning to
formats like our~ to attract an audience," Bagdasar said.
Bagdasar said that mast major record companies in America are
not selling as many records as they once did. As a result, many
record companies are now developing gospel labels.
"One station a week,. nationwide, is turning to this format,"
Bagdasar said.
Albuquerque has one disco station. KANW plays a mixture of
disco and soul. According to one source at KANW, the station is
non-commercial and is funded by the Albuquerque Public Schools.
The radio station has about six hours of instructional programming
during the day, then turns to its disco/soul format. The station has
no commercials, and periodically airs public service announcements.

Video Contest Planned
US JVC CORP, a leading manufacturer of professional and home
video eqliipment, has begun its Second Annual Student Video Competition and all students arc invited to participate.
The purpose of the competition, which began last year, is to recognize
and encourage students who arc video artists, looking for a career in
video or who simply are video enthusiasts.
Prizes total $30,000 in retail value with video equipment to be awarded
to both winning students and their schools.
·
'
Students must be 16 years or older and enrolled in graduate, college,
high school, art, video, film or performing arts schools in the country.
Students may submit original video programs in any or aU of the
following categories: news short (five-minute time limit); documentary
(20-minute time limit}, and creative (20-minute time limit).
No more than three students may enter one tape program. All entries
must be accompanied by an entry form and must be received on or before
March I, 1982. There is no entry fee.
Grand prize winners will be selected in each category along with second
and third place winners. Grand prize winning students will receive video
equipment and a $1000 scholarship to be used towards furthering their
education. The grand prize winners' school also will receive video
equipment. Second and third place student winners and their respective
schools will receive video equipment. Additionally, a special awards
ceremony will be held in New York City.
Complete contest rules and entry forms may be obtained by writing:
.IVC Student Video Competition Entry Forms, c/o Burson-Marsteller,
866 Third Avenue, 24th floor, New York, NY, 10022.

Special Programs Listed
KUNMRADIO
Monday:

Raices- Latina music;

7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday Night Drama,
10 p.m. to J/ p.m.

Jazz A live!,
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Rock Quarry- Rock music,
9 p.m. to midnight
An Hour of Eating - New
Wave music.
Midnight to 1 a.m.
Saturday:

T11esday:
Home of Happy Feel- FolkBluegrass music,
1 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Hot Lix ~ Rock 'n' Roll
dldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music,
10 p.m. to I a.m.

Wednesday:
Sunday

Holnecookin ' - Blues music,
7 p.m. to IO p.w.
Thursday:

'

The Light That Jazz Lit Jazz music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

American trtusic,

I

'
l

Something Classic - Classical
music,
ll:30a.m.lo 5:30p.m.
Orient Express
International Folk music,
5:30p.m. to 7 p.m.
Singing Wire Native

Priday:

7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

continued from page R-1

War II, radio realized its duties to a nation
' responding to a crisis situation.
The first warnings of war had been caught by a)ert
radio listeners, but the Dec. 8, 1941 "Day of
Infamy" speech by Roosevelt to Congress marked the
beginning of wartime radio journalism.
Government war bonds were advertised, scrap
metal drives publicized and anti-Axis propaganda
spread in an effort to secure a decisive victory.
. But the end of World War II, broadcast Sept. 2,
1945 from the quarterdeck of the U.S.S. Missouri as
surrender ceremonies were being observed, also
marked the end of radio's steady progression and
influence. By the middle '50s, television had crowded
radio from its featured spot as family entertainment.
Radio diet n'ot disappear entirely though, Loyal
listeners kept many programs on the air for sur-

prisingly long periods of time: The Lone Ranger, 22
years; Jack Benny, 25 years; Ma Perkins, 27 years;
and Lowell Thomas and the News, a stunning 46
years.
Besides faithful fans, radio's great advantage
during its struggle to stay on the airwaves was its
portability. Cars had radios and a radio could go
along to the beach, on family picnics or camping,
By 1960, radio had reorganized and changed itself,
securing its place as a supplier of music and local
programming. No television network can furnish as
much information about an individual town or city as
a local radio station.
Radio's future is only static inasmuch as it has a
definite place in the 21st century. It is entering a
period of more tlexibility and hopefully mare
responsive programming.
In the meantime, does anyone remember The
Shado1of!

l\pproaches; hand/eye coordinl)tion;. linear drawing and
chiaroscuro (shading),
Session two will warm up with
contour drawing. Design elements
will be discussed and used and
there will be an exercise in shaded
drawing in classical or romantic
approach.

The fee is $20.
The sessions are sponsored by
the UNM Division of Continuing
Education and the Bureau of
Conferences and Institutes .
For more information call the
conference registrar at 277-6542.

Planning Processes Studied at Workshop
Strategic
and
long-range
planning processes will be
examined during a three-day
workshop to be held in
fl.lhuquerque Monday through
Wednesday.
The workshop, which is
sponsored by the University of
New Mexico Management Center,
is designed for middle and top
managers and planning staffs of
organizations. It will be held at the
Sheraton Old Town Inn, 800 Rio
Grande Blvd, from 8:30a.m. to 5
p.m.
Participants in the workshop can
expect to:

Define their organizations' .
priorities and objectives;
Learn to assess current
operational procedures and
r.omp&re them with present expectations;
- Decide what their organizations'
current capabilities arc and explore
what might be accomplished with
existing resources, both human and
material;
- Study the external environment
and how it influences their
organizations;
- Develop alternative strategies
and contingency plans.
Instructors for the workshop will

be Ray Radosevich and Daniel
Slate, both faculty members with
the Robert 0. Anderson Graduate
School of Management at UNM,
The fee for the workshop is
$365, which includes all program
materials, luncheons and refreshments, but not lodging. A !0
percent discount is available to any
organization sending three or more
people.
Expenses incurred for continuing
management education may be tax
deductible if undertaken to
maintain and improve professional
skills, according to John Warner,
director of the center.

Learning To Help Others Without Benefit Topic of Talk
Marcy Gruenhut
VENOM
Overload a plot with ludicrous devices, cram six
cardboard characters and one very alive black mamba
snake into a townhouse surrounded by half of
London's 'finest,' hP.ave in a glob of gratuitous
violence and a pinch of posthumous humor (perhaps,
a dismembered finger for that final touch), bloodlet
the above combo of all suspense, and flicker mindless
atrocities at 24 frames a second. This is a recipe for
audiovisual nausea beginning with a "V": Venom,
hereafter referred to by its more correct name,
Vomit.
Paramount is hyping Vomit as a "suspense-terror
movie in the tradition of Hitchcock." Well, that
grandmaster of artfully-escalated \error and uneasy
anticipation should sue for slander. If anything,
Vomit is "in the tradition or' mass-produced, madefor-TV abominations - broadcast for a single, hitand-run viewing, then buried forever or erased. This
film adaptation of a novel by Alan Scholefield suffers
from an excess of far-fetched (let's shock 'em)
contrivance and .a severe lack of narrative common
sense and basic character development. A brief
overview of the action: after a 'fiasco' kidnapping
attempt, the three conspirators (one sleazy maid, one
brutish chauffeur, and one insidious mastermind
imported from 'the Continent') become entrapped in
an upper-class home along with their three hostages
(one rich little asthmatic boy; his sturdy and affable
grandfather - a veteran on African safaris; and, last
and least, a quirky woman doctor with a penchant
for venomous snakes. This unlikely sextet is besieged
both from without and within by an encircling
squadron of inept, gullible, pea-brained boobies and
by a slithering, mean mamba snake.
Klaus Kinski contributes his sinister, sneering
visage, anorexic body and continental airs to the part
of the evil-oozing Jacmel, the chief conspirator of the
aborted kidnapping. As he swaggers around in his
petite white trenchcoat, suavely arranging meetings

I

Undoubtedly, the most appealing and sensitivelyportrayed character in this film is the lethal mamba,
fiendishly lurking in the ventilation system of the
townhouse, peeping out of a duct every now and then
for a nip from the liquor cabinet and a lacerating tear
of human flesh. This reptilian 'genius' functions as a
sort of moral agent - attacking only the 'bad guys'
while conveniently ignoring everyone. else in the area.
The discerning mamba spys archvillains from hundreds of feet away, heading straight for their jugular
and injecting them with certain, grotesque-style
death. After flailing and choking and turning an
indecent shade of purple (the audience is privy to an
endless succession of gruesome detail), the victims
become fully paralyzed, eventually suffocating on
their own saliva- ugggh!
The film's unmemorable photography includes
several midnight-blue-tinged 'atmosphere' shots and
a slither-spurt-slam-bang-crash finale of shattering
glass, dripping guts, gleaming snakeskin and a body
falling from a ledge, all captured in cheap-effect slow
motion. Another un-special effect is the occasional
camera work mimicking the 'point of view' of the
mamba - seemingly wriggling belly-down around the
set with law-level, snake-eyed vision.

the

Vomit Is a ·movie by
perversely profitmotivated, about the perversely profit-motivated and
manipulated, for the perversely profit-manipulated
and dull-witted. The mamba gives an apt critique:
hisssssssss.

BAR
Eddie Tafoya

NED'S EL PORTAL

over the phone and, later, barking demands to a
streetful of cops, he is an embodiment of menaceredefining the term "household pest."
Reefy Oliver Reed brings the infamous 'chicken
without a head' acting method to his portrayal of
Dave, the sweaty-handed chauffeur.
And, of course what would Vomit be without.that
bane of the B-mavie, Sarah Miles - a carpselike
actress who will not die, but returns to suck life out
of celluloid yet again and again?

The space at Ned's is divided into two distinct
areas, one supposedly for dancing and the other for
talking. However, the overflow of music from one
area to the next makes any attempt at conversation
futile.
And finding very many friendly people at Ned's
(employees or patrons) is a little challenging,. and a
little bit surprising, as quite a bit of the people are
alone, leaning up against the bar rails or walls and
just sipping drinks slowly in the long hours of the
evening.

Have you ever wanted to mingle, dance and sip
margaritas among a crowd of people which ranged
from businessmen in tweed jackets to bikers in
leather jackets to punk rockers whose dress contained
no coherence whatsoever? Or have you ever Wanted
to go to what was rumored as the hottest spot in town
'and lind out that your social life wasn't so bad after
all? Or have you ever wondered what it would be like
to socialize with the cast 0 ( a Fellini movie?
But this is not to say that everybody that goes to
Well, if the answer to any or all of these questions
Ned•s is desperate and wretched, because a lot of
is yes, then Ned's is for you.
people (usually in groups of five or more) seemed to
Ned's El Portal, 4200 Central Ave. SE, advertises
be having a good time with the drinks, the dancing
itself as the happening spot in Albuquerque and this
and the company.
advertising is only slightly incorrect. A lot does
Ned's also features jazz at 5:30 p.m. an Fridays
happen at Ned's; a lot of it is boring, a lot of it is
and bluegrass at 9 p.m. em Motldays. Happy hour is
decadent, and a lot of it is better done somewhere
weeknights from 5 to 7 p.m. and on Thursday nights
else.
it's beer and pizza for only a dollar.
And almost as if the little frowning faces the
The key to enjoying an evening at Ned's seems to
bouncer stamps on your hand (in exchange far the
lie in the amount of people who share the evening. In
relatively large groups (four or more) the mediocre
one dollar cover charge) should be some kind of an
omen, the intruder should be wary of the space that is
entertainment and the melancholy patronage could
being entered. For within that space the area is
easily be glossed over. But in groups smaller than
misleading, the people are often unfriendly and the
three, the desperate environment is just too overentertainment is (or was} not vety entertaining •....•....whelming.to_be. any fun. . ...... ., ___, .

Kathy Baca
Are you an amoralist? Someone
whose not interested in helping
others unless you benefit?
Dr. Fred Schueler will begin the
philosophy club's, Phi Sigma
Tau's, first series of "Friday's
Live" with a discussion on
amaralists.

Schueler, chairman of the
philosophy department, will
present a paper on "How not to
reply to a moral skeptic."
Suggested readings for the
lecture are: Pages I to 7 of Bernard
Williams
Morality.
Williams'
theory that amoralists can be
changed will be challenged.

Says Schueler, "It's a lot harder
to refute a moral skeptic than
The lecture will begin today at
3:30 p.m. on the fifth floor library
of the Humanities Building.
Next week ''Friday's Live" has
scheduled Justin Moore from the
Taos school system to speak on
"Symposium: What if any are the
important issues in Philosophy."

Intercultural Communication Discussed by Visiting Author

i

'
1

A University of New Mexico
visiting professor in speech
communication will discuss
"Intercultural
Communication:
Approaches and Issues" today at
1:30 p.m ..
Sponsored by the speech
comunication department, the talk

by Dr. John Condon is the first in
the department's spring colloquia
series. It is free and open to the
public.
Condon taught at the Triternational Christian Univeristy in
Tokyo, Japan, from 1969-79. He
has also taught in Tanzania,

Mexico and Brazil.
He is the author of 12 books on
communication and cultural
studies. Currently he is working on
a book about U .S.-J apanese
communication.
The lecture will be in room 139
at 1801 Roma on campus.
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CORNER OF CENTRAL & UNIVERSITY

-SPECJA!S-2 Hamburgers .... .
3 Rolled Tacos ... .
Deluxe Hamburger.
(includes: lettuce, tomato, pickle, raw onion)

We also have fish, shrimp,
clams, BBQ and chicken.

1

ll.1fS_ CENTRAL & UNIVERSITY

Only[2]Days Left
to Enroll for

UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

Open enrollment now for all students who will be carrying 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students ;:;lso available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning Jan. 18, on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays from 1-3pm; or mail applications and
payments now to the. local representative's cffice at the
address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 PennsylvaniaN .E .. Suite 300
Albuquerque, New MeJ~ico 87110 • 884-6827
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982

Introducing Organization Is Reason for Weekend Dance

I
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Carlos M. Morales

students and those that we have help pay for the cost of speakers
reached in the past,'' Karen and other SOLAS activities related
The Student Organization for Bracken, director of SOLAS, said. to Latin America.
Latin American Studies will host a
Bracken said SOLAS tries to
dance Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. in the bring together students from Latin
All types of latin mu,ic will be
International Center, 1808 Las America and students with an played at the dance and beer and
Lomas.
interest in Latin American studies wine will be sold. Admission is $1
and everyone is welcomed to at"The dance is an effort to in- on the UNM campus.
troduce the organization to new
The dance is a fund raiser to tend.

....

the student body••

debt" in the short spurt anaerobic activities (i.e.,
Exercise - A four letter word times two, but then
the world is full of four letter words. Face ihe sprinting, weight lifting). And the same muscles
used the same oxygen-without producing a "huff
muzak, rise majestically and put that wonderful
and puff" oxygen debt when doing more prolonged
organic machine into motion, thus discovering that
endurance activities of the aerobic type (i.e.,
form does follow function. And realize, folks, that
running, swimming). A statement a little closer to
any physical endeavor combined with the proper
· menial attitude can produce ecstatic feelings of the truth would be that each and any physical
omnipotence and euphoria, or at least mild activity lies on a spectrum in which the effect is a
combination of aerobic and anaerobic with the total
cerebellar hallucinations depending on your relative
· being I 00 percent, neither type being either 0
expectations of the trip.
.
percent or I 00 percent in that total. Confusing?
Taken at its literal meaning, exercise iS bodily or
Yes. Therefore, for sake of clarification and the
mental exertion, especially for the sake of training
probing mind, an example: Running - long stow
or improvement. My only argument with this
distance - ( a popular passion of the American
definition would be to substitute the word "and"
middle class since the large shoe tnanufac:turers
for the word "or" as the average non-lobotomized
discovered in the early seventies that this group
individual cannot separate the two. Plato was quite
possesses not only money but 432 million feet) is
correct; the act of doing or not doing is preceeded
roughly about 5 to 15 percent anaerobic in its effect
by and simultaneous with the thought of doin11 or
during the early phases of the run and the
not doing. Thus, the beginning and maintaining of
remainder Of the effect is aerobic as one maintains a
an exercise program can begin only between your
pace to keep the pulse rate roughly 75 percent
ears. Personally, I prefer self-motivation and selfhigher than the resting pulse rate for a period of at
descipline as the instigator of such activities.
least twelve minutes or more. Running - 400 yard
O.K. now you've decided to do it- whatever the
sprint type - is about 95 percent anaerobic in its
motivation. The ways of exercise are as myriad as
effect on the muscles used and has a minimal
the personalities on campus. The hows are basically
aerobic effect due to the brevity of the effect.
two: Aerobic and Anaerobic exercise - and if you
haven't heard those two words sometime in the past
The University area offers a variety of physical
ten years welcome back to the planet earth.
Before the revolution of the mid-sixties such pursuits: Intramural sports, open"time swimming,
terms were used by Ph.D .. types in the microbiology jogging and bicycling paths, the par course, aerobic
lab when discussing what germ they would play with classes, even intercollegiate sports if you don't mind
in their petri dishes. Now, thanks to Kenneth the glor)', travel and missed classes. So, choose your
Cooper, we all know that muscles create "oxygen sport, loosen up and sweat a little.

And Domino's Pizza Is
here to help you make
the grade.
Wf! re here to see you
through these late nights
and long hours spent
cooped up in your room
studying.
We're open late every
night and ready to de.liver
a hot pizza with your
choice of delicious toppings and only 100% real
dairy cheese. All within
30 minutes after your call.

When you burn the midnight oil, rememberyotlre
not alone. Call Domino's
Pizza We'll keep you
fueled with fasl, lree
delivery in 30 minutes or
less.
Fast, free delivery

3920 Central SE
262·1662
Drivers carry under $20.
Limited delivery area
®1982 Oommo's P1t:2i'l, Inc.

off

any
pizza
one coupon

per pizza

3920 CentraLSE
262·1662
Expires 2-28·82
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Arts

Sports

Giant Ants To Invade SUB Theater Native American Film Fest

Women Seek Victory Over UTEP

H:1y Abeyta
N~:Wil
FLASH, DATELINE
FEll. 5, 1982
Benefit !'or the Conccptfons
Southwest f•'ilm And Video Festival
The ASUNM SUB The~ter in
conjunction
with
Conceptions
Southwest is readying itself for an
attack by giant ants. On last report
the giant ants were sigl1ted just
west of the volcano escarpment
and were making steady progress
towards the greater Albuquerque
metropolitan area. Residents of the
city und the University area are
requested to evacuate in an orderly
fashion to the SUB Theater
Saturday night at 7 p.m. You will
need $1.50, students or $2 nonstudent, u toothbrush, change of
socks, drinking water and canned
foods. Supplies should be kept to a
minimum but should be enough to
h(Jid YllU for at least six hours.
The giant ants arc a mutant
breed of the normal red desert ant,
and arc the result of nuclear bomb
testings in the Southwestern desert.
When contacted a spokesman for
Conceptions Southwest (CSW)
stated that, "Currently the
situation is under control." The
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spokesman who refcred to the
giants as "Them" also stated that
a group of young artists and
writers have been monitoring the
progress of the mutants. The Daily
Lobo arts section contacted the
group and it is expected that they
will arrive at the UNM area
soll}.elimc around 7 p.m. Members
of the CSW film and video crew
have also been following the
movements of the ants but have
reported no new developments,
"But we're getting some great
documentation, and you'll be sure
to sec it in the CSW Film Festival
later this spring," they said,

This just in over the wire:
Monitors on the trail of,.the giant
ants have reported sightlng a
young man moving in the column
of ants, At this report he is
believed to be a deranged young
man, judging from the apparent
perpetual grin on his face as he
moves within the column. The
monitors have given him the title,
"The Man Who Laughs," after
the main character in the short
story by Victor Hugo. It is not yet
known whether "The Man Who
Laughs" is being held captive by
"Them" or is somehow working in
conjunction with the column.

Meanwhile in another parr of the
city' . '
The approach of the ''Them"
has prompted so.me strange activity
on the part of local merchants.
Our on the street reporter has been
keeping abreast of the reactions by
the inhabitants of the city and has
this to report.

Lance Freelance:
I'm standing outside of a local
University-area storefront, that in
anticipation of the a/lack of

To Open in City Next Week

"Them" has changed its name to
"The Little Shop of Horrors."
The proprietor of the shop, a se({
Marcos Martinez
!lescribed shock/schlock low"
budget opera/or, who was beside
Nativ~
American Studies at
himself with glee said, "! can 'I UNM is premiering a film symwait for the bucks to start rolling posium on The Ameri!:an Indian
in. I'm trying !o raise money for a lr>1age
on Film: The Southwest
film festival, and things are from Feb. 9 through 13.
looking up. "
"Film is a real powerful tool, a
Judging from the interior of visual tool. We learn by seeing, by
"The Lit lie Shop of Horrors, " IJis gathering images that represent the
hopes are not without substance. truth," said Geraldine Keams, a
The shop is filled from floor to Navaho actress who co-starred
ceiling with every imaginable with Clint Eastwood in "Toe
horror to attract the most morbid Outlaw Josey Wales."
consumer. The proprietor claims
The five-day symposium will
thai all proceeds from the sales will
feature
workshops for filmmakers
go toward this• sprlng's Con"
ceptions Southwest Film and Video and academians and nightly
accompanied
by
Festival. He said, "The festival screenings
presentations
for
the
general
started last spring, and both the
audience and filmmakers' response public. The workshops are open to
was overwhelming. This year's the general public on a limited
festival has hopes of being even basis, and include topics such as
The Indian Professional, The
bigger and beller."
This is Lance Freelance Foreign Indian Image and
reporting for the New Mexico Documentaries.

"We don't have an Indian
professional. We've stopped
learning to think for ourselves.
Now we're going from being involved to evolving. You can't go
out there and throw down
everything you want to say because
it' .II be labeled or called militant. It
has to be made universal,
representing a day-to-day struggle,
"In the movie 'Billy Jack' we
just saw lots of Kung Fu; you
never saw him sit down and drink
a cup of coffee or . , . watch the
flies buzz around. White films
might start witll a pan shot of a
teepee skyline, where we would use
something in the home, like
building a lire.
"A true artist is concerned with
everything that goes on. A true
artist is one who struggles for the
survival of their people, be it a
particular race or the human
race," Keams said.
NAS director Ted Jojola Said the
project involved a full year of
research and selections from over
250 films. The films deal primarily
with the Apache, Navajo and
Pueblo cultures.
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Your phone is part of your home. And at Mountain
Bell, we understand that when someone uses your
phone to invade your privacy, it's like an unwanted
visitor coming through your front door. But we want
you to know that you can have the last word with these
callers. By not wasting any words with them at alL
If the caller is a salesperson using a hard sell,
you don't have to listen.Just say you'te not interested,
and hang up.
If you get an obscene call, or the caller remains
silent, don't stop to listen. Above all, don't talk to
them. Hang up on their hang-ups. And if these
callers keep after you or threilten you, get in touch
right away with the police and your local Mountain
Bell business office. We'll help you find other ways
to deal with these calls.
No matter what kind of unwanted calls you
get; let your actions speak louder than their words.
By hanging up. It's the best way we know to protect
the privacy of your home. And your phone.

ForUtewayyou live.
@

Chris Esearcida
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The lOth-ranked University of
New Mexico men's gymnastics
team has been gearing up for their
showdown Friday night with lith·
ranked Arizona State and CalState Long Beach. The meet is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in Carlisle
Gym.
Coach Rusty Mitchell spoke of
the intense rivalry between the
Lobos and the Sundevils. "Both
teams are above the 268-point
range," he said. "Arizona State
has a line coach in Don Robinson,
and their all-around standouts
Mike DeWitt and Jeff Beasom
should push Matt (Arnot) and Jim
(Griego).''
Cal-St;Ite Long Beach will be no
pushover either. AlthOugh they are
not nationally· tanked because they
are a junior college, Long Beach
has a tradition of being,one of the
top teams in the country with
several Junior College National
Championships under their belt.
"They're coached by John Draghi,
my former high school coach, so I
know what kind of program they
have," said Mitchell.
Mike Schmitt and Tim Day,
along With Brian Garvin who has
been working on a new floor
exercise routine, will add extra
strength to the usually solid
performances of Arnot, Griego,
and Steve Jennings. Jennings, Who
was recently named as Athlete of
the Year bu the Albuquerque
Sports Hall of Fame, will be
favored in his specialty, the

Lobo, Februar) 5, J\lH2

right," said assistant coach are at the conference cellar and
Frankie Walsh. The Lobos were haven't won a game in conference
only down by five at the half play, The Lobos are at 2"3 in the
before Gwen McCray went to work conference, which puts them in
on the offensive end for Tech.
fifth place,
"We cut the lead to 10, but had
four straight turnovers and they
Alison Foote had a rare bad
just put us away," noted Hoselton.
night at Tech but Hoselton hopes
"We put in our subs at the end but
that will be the last one for the
they didn't and that made the score
freshman
sensation. Muff Reinert,
worse,
Lori McConnell, Sheri Moore and
Jeanine Warren and Sue Bar- Yvonne McKinuon will join Foote
douche lead the Lady Miners, who in the starting lineup,

UNM Ski Meet Postponed by. Snow
,~he L~bo alpine ski teams were snowed out yesterday in Taos.
They ve got three to four feet of snow on the slopes and a foot and
one ha!f to .two feet in the city," said Pat Trainor, wo'men's sports informatwn d1rector. "They are afraid to hold the competition because it
would be in a high avalanche area."
·
Trainor added that both the alpine and cross country meets will be held
today and Saturday.
·

Lobo Gymnasts Prepare forM eet

The evening screenings will take
Daily Lobo.
For further developments tune place at the Lobo Theater, with
into the SUB TheateJ' Saturday at 7 presentations by Cherokee actor
p.m. where you'll be able to see Iron Eyes Cody, Choctaw director
three classic films for the price of Phil Lucas and Navaho poet Luci
Tapahonso.
on~. If you're not interested in
"There's a new Indian coming
seeing all three you can see each
Registration fees for the symfilm sepcrately and still give your out; they are potential writers,
They
will
bring
the
posium
range from $30 to $250 for
producers.
hard earned bucks to a good cause.
general
passes and $1 to $5 for
Indian
experience
out.
No
help
is
The Conceptions Southwest Film
Festival Benefit will Feature coming. We have to get out and do individual tickets. Programs and
advance registration materials are
"Them" at 7 p.m., "The Man it ourselves," Keams said.
available
at Native American
Keams has been an actress for
Who Laughs" at 9 p.m. and "The
Little Shop Of Horrors" at 11:15 ten years. A graduate of the Studies.
University of Albuquerque, Keams
The New Mexico Daily Lobo in
p.m.
The benefit is kindly brought to has worked in New York and conjunction with the festival will
you by the SUB (which donated Hollywood. In a recent interview feature a daily schedule of the
the theater rent-free), and the she commented on the evolution of events to take place throughout
ASUNM Film Committee.
Indians in film .
next week.

To protect your priva~
don't waste words
with unwanted callers.

Steve King
The Lobo women's basketball
team will try to get back on track
Saturday afternoon when Texas ElPaso comes into University Arena
for a Intermountain Conference
matehup.
Coach Doug Hoselton is confident his 9-11 Wolfpack can beat
the Lady Miners for a scecond
time. "We frustrated them offensively in the earlier meeting,"
said Hoselton. "They have good
talent ;md love to hit the boards."
"We beat them by 19 and led by
as many as 25 but that dosen't
mean a thing in this conference,"
Hoselton said, "They could come
in here and whip our butts."
Hoselton. hopes that his team
can come back after a 98-76 loss
on Tuesday night at the hands of
Texas Tech. "We had six minutes
where we just couldn't do anything

Duil~·

pommell horse.
· this to be a very exciting and close
"Arizona State and Long Beach meet," Mitchell said. "I hope a
have several gymnasts who are large crowd will be there to back us
tough in individual events. I expect up,"

Joo Cnvaurtt11

UNM's Cmig Allison (44) drives past Colorado
Ststs's Michaal Bland (26) on his way to two
of his eight points. AHison and the rest of the
Lobos host Tsxas·EI Paso in thfJ WAC-TVS
Game of ths Wssk Saturday at 11 a.m. In
· Univrm;lty Arens.

Where can I go if I want to participate h.! recreational sports?
Intramurals Office, Johnson Gym
230, X 5151.

SONNY BUNS
:·

, ALBUQUERQUE
CONVENTION CENTER
KIVA AUDITORIUM
.8:00 FRIDAY
FEB. 5, 1982
'One Of tho all--lime great
tenor sa.:ophonlsts~'
--:-Time Magazine
The moslltnptessive living saKophonisi.
li man Whoso master)* of saxophOne
technique,_ language, and swing Is

unequaled.

-VlllageVok:e

$8.00 AT DOOR
$7.00 ADVANCE
(Plus 500 SeNic& Charge)

Giant Ticket Outiets
Seats, The Genera-l Store, Wild West

Mountain Bell
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PUJ!:l' H, Nt'W Mt•xko Duily Lobo, I•\•bruury 5, HJ82
Lt:ARN TO DANCE! UNM Ballroom Dance Club
is offering wor~shops on Beginning Ballroom,
Cauntry Western, Advanced Disco, Tap Dancing
and mare! For more infarrnalian or to register,
come 10 Dance Club this Friday night .at the
Ballroom, 7:30 p.m. ar 665-7554, 247·1943.
2/S
llRY CLEANING ,o\T economy prices, SJ..OO per lb.
Campus Laundry, 2106 Central !'iE, Open 7-JI, Next
door to Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream.
2/26
PROFf:SSION.AL TYPING • 7~ cents per double2/S
spaced page. 898·6118 after S p.m.

Mc1rron Hall, Hoom 131.

Orwn from 8:00 cl.m. to 5:00p.m.
Srwc ial rate I~ I 0 cents per word.

4. Housing

10. Cardiogram
Today through February 12
Deadline is noon the
day before insertion

1. Personals
WIUli,RS. roF;'I'S ANI) all people who usc words
,·rcntivcly, 'ubnlil work• now to Concept/(JIIS south·
wt•!l. Deadline l·riday, Feb. S!.
215
~;'JOWl SSOWl SNOW! Wolf Creek is ''Colorndo
'""" country" 10 you can bel there Is excellent
,kiing. Join u> hbn1ary 19·21. L.ow rates! For more
mfunnntion,
;1.71-2336 or 277·51SI.
2112
l·l·H.JNG Gl'I!."IY? I'URCIIASF; your freedom
frnnl n~cdlm guilt today. Send Sl.OO and If self
.nf•trcl\ed cn>tlopc to: (Juih·Free, Suil!! A·2,4S7
1\ ;1\lllngton SE!, Atb.,N.M. 87108.
2112
J·HH;.J,AN<'E PJIO'J'OGRAPIU:R. PonraiU ta
dulc·up, hillh••pecd phenomena. l'onfolio on ~all.
262-07'1
2/S
MA/.Al'l.i\!11, SI'F:!'m YOUR Spring llrcuk wllh us
111 the 11111. ( omac1 Jeff, 242•S917, Kflth 242-0824.

'"II

SS BUYS n•;sT TIP of ;he week. Daily laho will
pay $5 for the best news tip we receive every week.
Sources can remain confidential, but Editar must
have your name to pay winQcr, 277-5656, ask for
tfn
Newsroom.
Tilt: UNM LAW School Clinical Law Progrum
offers legal services far students and sluff, furnished
by qunllficd law students under faculty supervision.
A>ailabiltty Is limited to those whose assets and
income do nor exceed established gu](Jelines. $3,00
regi!lration fee. Cnll 277·~265 for ·information and
an appointment.
211$
COMING FEBRUARY 6 Mr. Gay New Mexico
pageant· special enterlainmcnt with Naomi Sims of
Houslon, 'l'exas, Miss Gay Universe 1981.for mare
217
'information call 266·8530.

2. Lost & Found

21.5. I.OST BIIOWN

I'IAYIIOrS, l'f:NTIIOUSt:, I'LA YGIRJ., Oul,
l'la•8orl\, back issues 99 cents while supply lam. v,
r•n,e Uook~. Record<, Maglltine$, University at
< cntral.
218
cioOJM.OOKI"'G c;UY needs date Friday or
~aumtay, 277·5389.
21$
tlSt.~'f St:U;('l'ION OF unique and traditional
gulu \\coding sets. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
fi~l
ffl
llOI.I.t:ll UF:RIIY AJ.II, Rebeb verlU$ Rocky
Moun1ain Miners, February IS, 1982, Civic
Auditorium. Tic~ets available Ticket Master
2/12
1 mnt1on•.
mKt; IUIIt:S U:A n: Popejoy Sundays nt 10:00
a. m One i> fa•t ~.teed for advanced riders. One is
'low pa'ed and welcomes beginnm. ('all 277-6463,
9·1 I mornings, for information.
2/S
liE'S SO l'<iLY lltat whell he was born they shipped
Ius mother. VoLe ('!iff lloh for Ugly Man on
('ampul.
213
CARNI\'AL OF MUSIC, lllues, R()Ck, Jw~ Bands,
S.l!.l1. Uallroom, l'cbrunry 6. Frc~ IOam-6pm. 215
IMI'ROVE YOUR RE.~UM~; • set volunteer ex·
fl<rl~ttce m a U.S. scnntorlal <amJ!algn. Students
Liltcrcstcd in valuntecrlng for Jerr U!ngaman call
Y\onnc 26~·1795, Nnncy 266-2943.
2/9
1'1111., YOU'RE A lumberjack and you're o.k.
hnl\11~ birihday.
215
S"'OWI SNOWI SNOW! Wolf Creek Is "Colorado
sn~>W ~ountry'' so yau can bet there i$ excellent
sk1ing. 1\Jiil us february 19·21. Low tales! For more
information, eall277-2336 or277·5131.
2112
A('('liJ!ATE IN.'ORMATION ABOUT con·
trnceplion. stcriliwtion, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0171.
trn
I'RWNANCY 'TF.STING & COUNSELING, Phone
241-9819.
tfn
ARTISTS SUBMIT NOW to Cottctpllons South·
..-esr. UNM's literary utt mllsatinc. All mediulllS
accepted. Deadline Friday, Feb. S!.
2/S
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J,J), photos. 3 for
16.00! ! lowcst prices in town! fast, pleasing, short
walk from UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to i23
Wellesley S.E .. between Girard and Carlisle, corner
of Silver. Hours: 10·6 weekdays, Saturday 9·5,
Cfn
CO"'TACTS-POI.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of
1\'a~hington.
tfn
,n; BOT DISTRIBUTORS. Pres~ription eyeglass
frnillcS. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4,SO (regular S6S.OO). Pay less Opticians,
~007 Menaul N.e .. across from LaDdies.
tfn
O"'L\' 51.35, TWO f•tm·fresh eggs,- two homemade
chcanic3l free sausage patties. two slices or toast, free
green chili. Open 1 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe.
twner of Girard, Central and Monte Vlsla 268·
7!Wl.
tfn
IJIVOR('f: A SD PERSONAL Growth Seminar
begm\ Feb. 9th for te~ Tuesdays, 1·9 p.m. Call
Barbota Btown 883-0121; Walter Polt 266-3421.

L~THER wallet, Johnson Gym

locker Room, l!rik Gallaway, reward, 294·5889.
2/10
REWARD f'OR DI.ACK credit card wallet and swiss
army knife, Please call "Regan", 26S-3S62 or 344Sil07.
219
LOST, LADl.:S sr:IKO watch in Woodward Hall,
ltZ9182. Call Amy 298·8941 PLEASE!.
2/S
llt:LI'I l.OST ON 1130/82, 2" nat green hard
contact lens case with brown conlact lens Inside,
Please call 877-0924, 877-4388.
215
LOST DIG BROTH~:R'S 'l'l·SS, J/2S/82, 268-9594.

lifO
FOUNt> 1\IORNING n:o. 2 in Keller Hall· Drownrimmed btfocals in retl case. Claim at. Marron Hall,
Rm, 131.
2/8
f'OUND: DURGANDY WAJ.U."f belonging to
Rebecca iurner. Come to Marron Hall, Rm. 131, to
claim.
2/8
BROWN U:ATIIER GLOV.t: (man's). Claim In rm.
131 Marron Hall.
2/8
Cl.AIM YOUR I.OST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
trn

3. Services
GUITAR U:SSONS, IN'i'J'RUMEN'I'S, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·331 S.
tfn
PROFF.SSIONAL TI'PING BY English/MA editor.
Vast e~pcrlence with dissertations, papers, .Editing
available, 266·9SSO,
311
A· I 'TYPIST· TERM papers, resUmes 299·8970.

2112
TVPINC: FROM TilE Word Co. We use a word
prtx:i:ssor (or quick turnaround time and accurate
changes. Call 247·2326.
2126
HEARTBEAT MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT Servite, Mobile Sound System, Lights, D.J, Fraternity,
Sorority, Private or Business Parties. 298-5028, 215
TI'PING PROFESSIONAL QUALITY. Typerighl.
26.5-5203.
2/10
CALL A CULEX FOR all word processing needs:
Theses, dissertations, resumes. 831-3181.
2/S
DO YOU WANT your papers, theses and other
written work to reflect your conceplS in accurate and
stylish English? For efficient proafreading al SO
cents per page and cditins at negotiable rates, call
Ms. Pearce at 268-9611 evenings and weekends,
2/S
MUSIC INSTRUCTION: PIANO, theory, music
history; also research and consulting. Qualified •.
resonablc fees. 296-0396.
·
US
WILL TVPE TERM papers for students or other
miscellaneous typing. Call 865-9122 arter 6:00 or
247·i40S 9:00 to 4:00.
-218
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL, other
styles. 867·31 58
2/26
TYPING· TIIESIS, biSSERTATIONS,. Reports,
Letters. Sta!istlc:al; etc. Call Annita 299-3781. 2/26

THE CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar UNM and
d~>Wnlown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedraam
or .efficiency, from $220. All utilities paid. Deluxe
~itchen with dishwasher and dispo~al, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couple~, no pels, 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
tiOIJSI\SITTER: I AM looking for an ~partmcnt or
house to housesil during spring semester (or earlier),
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yardwork. Catherine, 2-12-7228,
tfn
~·oR ltENT; Et'FICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $185/mo., all utilities paid, $100 secutity
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or p~ls. ,Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
2/11
AVAII.ADI.Il NQW, UTII.ITIES paid. E.F,f, • I &
2 bedrooms, 10 percent off for U.N.M. students,
cable, TV, 3 .pools, Aspen Apartments, 881-3570,
450 I Shepard Rd. N .E.
2/9
FOR Rt:NT, J.OVEJ.Y, quiet neighborhood, one
1oom apartment, no kitchen utilities except
refrlgcnllor and hot plate. Utilities paid, $100 per
monih. 268-2202.
2/S
CAMPUS Nt:ARBY N.E. House fully fenced,
carpets, kids, pels, StOO. Sun ReMals, reusable
service, 262-1751.
2/S
OFF STANFORD 2 BDRM House eqUipped kil·
chen, kids $210, Sun Rentals, small fcc, 262·1151.
2/S
SUN RI\NTAI.S liAS over 600 vacancies. Save
Lime, save gas, call lhe experts, 262·17~1. J\106
Central S.E.
215
SILVER/GIRARD, SMALL hause, fenced, privacy,
appliances, more. , , $12S. Call Sun Rentals,
2/3
reusable service, 267-1751.
ONE HALF DI.OCK frpm UNM. Nice clean, quiel,
3-bedroom hause to share, CompletelY furnished,
uti lilies paid $190.00 per month and $1 SO.OO depasiL,
265·3297, 243·2494, i0-4.
219
HOUSEMMATE WANTED~ TO share 3 bedroom
hausc in S.E. heights, (~idgemst area 3 ml. from
campus), Fireplace, garage, yard, $142.00 month
plus one-third of utilities. Call Dan, 256-7864, 219
UNt'lJRNISIIt:D APARTMENT NEAR UNM·
TVJ. $165.00 per month, Caii242·91S8 or 242·7081.
2/9
STUDIOUS, NON-SMOKING female needs female
roommate. Cute apartment convenient $90.00
Monthly842·1732 evenings.
217
FOR Rt:NT; EH'ICIENC\' Apartment, $120; I
Bedroom, $1 SO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM and TV I, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256·7148,
2125
WANT CONSIDERATE MAJ.E student to share
house ne~r UNM with other serious students. No
drugs, smoking, 5175 plus SSO D.D. Ulillties Incl.
W/0 and Fl'• Cal15·7 p.m. M-F., Marice, 268-6617,
2119
ALL UTII.ITIF,S PAID. Furnish aliraetivc ef.
ficiency S 195 per month, very cazy, ncar UNM/shopping and park. 2SS-3265.
2/10
EAGLES NF~'iT CONbOMINIUI\t, Affordable first
home. $27,900 with assumable II 7/8 percent
mortgage. Amenities include pool, jacuui, laundry
facilities, private parking. Near .UNM, golf tennis,
owner/agent, 256-9589.
2/ll
'CONDOMINIUM FOR RENT. Near UNM, I
bedroom, carpeted, poal, ]acaul, laundry,. private
parking, all utilities included. $225/montb. 2S69S89.
2/11
ROOM FOR RENT. Nice house near campus,
greenhouse,
fireplace, Clean quiet woman,
S1J5/month plus V. utilities. 26S-2SI8.
2/11
ONE BEIJROOM APARTMENT, len minutes from
UNM. SI4S month, you pay utilitlel. $100 deposit,
242·:.!437.
2111
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. SPECIAL

1 slice pepperoni
& mushroom pizza·
& small drink for $1.45

..

LITEFjARY

AND
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FINE ARTS
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\\ltlt um1tt••.! llhru.!,

127 HarvardSE

V• bf.So!Central

V2 PRICE
Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

CONCEPTIONS
UN M 'S

I

. I

Back Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
Records

1/2 PRICE BOOKS!
Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

I
I..
I

WE BOT DJSTRIDUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless, SS4.50 regular $65.00. Pay Less Op!icians,
lfn
5007 Men1,1al N.E, across from La6elles.
CAN'r GOI J'ORF:IGNER lic~ets for sale,
Evenings, 299-8688,
2/8
COLLECTORS, RI\CORDS, MAGAZINF.S and
Comics, 50 percent off al V. Price 11ool;s, Recards,
and Magazines. University at Central, II a.m. · 9

2n

~~

LEAVING TOWN· .MUST sell 1974 Toyata Corolla
- No maj 0 r repairs. $1200 or best offer, Dlly 2774915, night 255·3871.
2/S
OFFICE-SIZED WOODEN DESK with swivel chair
$200. Refrigeratqr $85, Cecilia 897-4711, befare 9
p.m.
2/S
HUSQUVARNA ZSOCC DIRT motorcycles 1975 and
1973, both rebuilt and clean, 881-7111, after hours
266·6284 Matthew.
2/8
SCHWINN VARSITY, EXCEI.LENT ~ondition,
$100, Greg, 243-0261.
2/8
7l DObGF. DART EXCELLENT condition inside
~nd .aulside. Radial tires, A/C, ~18-VS engine, and
ll)uch more for only $1395,00 268-4928.
2/10
FOREIGNER TICKETS! J.AST chancel Call
~"bert, 291.-0575,:30-7:00 p.m. Hurry!.
2/S
HP-41C GRAPHICS PRINTEil • Excellent con·
dition. Still under warranty, Whh case and e~tra
paper. $255. Call 821-7007 evenings,
2/12
UNIV~GA TRI-STAR 24" Frame with extras,
Three weeks old, .Paid $220,00, asking $155.00. 2429585,
2/S
SCM PORTABLE ELECTRIC typewriter, Mint
c"nditian, paid $250.00, asking $150.00, 242-9585.
2/S
1966 VW BUG, gaad tires, good gas mileage, good
lransponation, $600, 242-4433.
2/S

6. Employment
PAR'I'-TIME JOB afternoons and e\enings, Must be
21 years old, Apply in persan, no phone calls,
please. Saveway l.iquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
4/JS
5516 Menaul NE.
SUMMER OlliENTATION JOBS
available.
Conduct campus tours, asslsl new students, conduct
orienlatlon programs, and staff information booths.
Applications due Feb. 19, Dean of Sludents Office,
Mesa Vista 1129, 277-336t.
215
OVt:RSEAS JOBS • SUMMER/year round.
europe, s. Amer.. Australia, Asia. All Fields. S~OQ.
S.t 200 momhly. Si~htseeing, Free info. Write JJC
Box 52-NM-1, Corona DelMar, CA 92625.
2116
PART·TIME, WE ARE taking applic~Itions for
part·tlme cashier al !li Price Boaks, University at
Central, Apply in person, t t a.m. • 4 p.m. only. Na
phone Clllls please,
2/8
JANITOTl-MAINTENENCF:, J/4 time Days and ar
evenings. Call Art Sears 292·2298.
2/8
RETAil. CLERK FOR adult boakstore. Sales ex·
perienee helpful. Call265·3739 noon-4pm.
219
16mm PROJt:CTINISl' FOR adult cinema.
Experience desired. Call 265·3739 noon-4pm. 0219
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AN() Undergraduate
Advisors: ~esideJI« Hall Staff applicants being
sought. Earn room, . board, monthly stipend.
Graduate Assislants also receive tuition waiver.
Apply: Associate Dean or students, l.a Posada Hall.
Deadline for G,A.'s Mar~h I; Advisor deadline
february 12.
2/S
MARRit:J) COUPI.E WITIIOUT children Ia
manage 22 unit apartment complex near university,
Apartment plus salary, Apply at II 16 Pennsylvania
NE. Alb., 87110.
2111

~
~

I

GOT A YEN lo wonder out yonder? Say it here, tfn
RIDERS WANTED LEAVINGfor Detroit early
February, Going through Oklahom~ G(ty, St. Louis
and Indianapolis. CallJack 298-SS77.
218

8. Miscellaneous
MAGAZINES 1897 TO l981, 50 percent off, y,
Price Books, Records and Magazines, University at
Central.
218
JAZZERCJSE.• LAUGH, SWEAT, work your b~ns
off! Hokona Dorm cellar, Tuesdays and Thursdays,
7:00p.m., 268-6632 for Information,
218
FREE BEER, WINE etc .•. over $7S coupons, Bill
of Fare ~es.taurant Guide. U.N.M. Bookstore, 2/12

9. Las Noticias
GAY-LESBIAN. STUDENT union, Tuesday, 2-9-82
219
7:30pmS.U.B. 250A or250B.
THE STUDENT VETERANS Association will hold
!heir monthly moeJing for the month of Feb, on
Tues .. Feb. 9, t982 at 7 p.m. in the Child Care CoOp, Mesa VIsta.
2110
VALENTINES DAY DANCE, Subway Station Feb,
13 9:00 P.M. Dance with your favorite valentine to
219
the fabulaus saunds of Thumper,
GROUP THERAPY BEGI~NIN(i Thursday,
February 1t, the Studenl Heallh Center Mental
Service will offer a group therapy experience focused
on improving one's salial skills and interpersonal
relationships. The group will meet an Thursdays,
2:00-3:00 p.m. at the Student Health Center.
Facilitated bY Pat Dolan, R,N., M.A. and Michael
Bamn Ph.D. For mare Information and a
219
preliminary interview call 277-4537.
AUORTION SUPPORT GROUP Beginning
February 9, ~ support gmup for women who have
experienced an abortion wi!J be offered at the
Student Healh Center, Tuesdays 8:30·10:00 a.m. for
six weeks. Facilitiated by Pat Dolan, R.N ..
M.A.(Student Mental 'Health Servlr.e) and Melinda
Handmaker, P.A. (Student Women's Health Ser·
vice), Free to students enrolled for 6 or more hours.
For informatlo and Individual pre-registration In·
teniew call277-4537.
219
CPR CLASSES • F'OR information and pre•
regiMration call lhe Student Health Center • 277215
3t36. $J fee.
STOP WU'Pl RAI.J.'V Sat., Feb. 6, noon, 2501 Yale
S.E. DOE Westinghouse H.Q. Brin~·s the Boltom
Line!.
2/5
SMOKING CESSATION WORKSHOP. 4 week
session. Consdentiaus participation required.
Session begins Feb. 15, Monday and Thursday
evenings, 7:30-9:30 p.m. Appolntrnenls made at the
Studcnl Health Center. 277·3136.
215
UANCt: TO
unlimited sounds of Southside,
Friday and Saturday, Dance to Funk disco with
James Unlimited! Where? The Subway Stalion. ;
Time? 9·12:30.
2/S

nn:

10. Cardiograms
ONI.Y fiVE MORt: precious days to say that
!pedal message to that special Valentine or yours.
•
trn
IIOLA BOB TACO, the UNM Gang,
215
CIIAI'Afl•:I.S, FREE CPR lessons from the Texas
Tw~~

TJlECATS

AfEOJU

SE'lDNDHAND CLOrHES
NEW & USED

~Ell~ CHILDREN
YOtiREMEMBER THOSE GOOD
01.0 PRICES ON t:I.OTHES 19
WE STILL HAVE- THEM!
3101-CENTNAL,SE
10·~:.30/AON-F!i/
255·8.3.30
10•4 .~AT

lor WDIAEN,

7. Travel

(

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1 Crust
5 Headgear
8 Bark cloth ·
12 Tardy
13 Eggs
14 Metal
15 Mineral
16 Manifest
18 Skill
19 Latin conjunction
20 German river
21 Time abbr.
23 Tantalum
symbol
24Command
26Angry
28Cowls
29 Emmet
30 Collection of
facts
32 Burden
33 Tibetan ox
34 Siamese
coins
35Worm
36 Pronoun
37 Collide
38 Short jacket
40Den
41 Lutecium
symbol
43 Letter
44 Adriatic wind
45 Hebrew
month
47 FDRagcy.
49 Speechify
51 Owing
52 Donations
55 Preposition
56 Footllke part
57 Seines
DOWN
1 Wild plum
2 Funny pictures

3 Consumed
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
4 Exist
5 Lid
6 Declare
7 Equality
8 Scale note
9 Macaw
10 Omens
11 Pilaster
16 Poems
17 Fruit cake
20 Advantage
22 College deg.
25Stlr up
26 Writing flUid
27 Turk
28 Garden tool
29 Swiss river
31 Ember
tlve
39 Tellurium
33 Japanese
46 Girl's name
symbol
coin
48 Emmet
40 Water lily
34 Solo
41 Crazy: Slang 50 Tear
36 Credit
42 Preposition 51 Female deer
37 Proofread44- Ruth
53- and fro
er's mark
45 Female rela- 54 Preposition

1~

